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Dear Mr Prevost (Xavier),
APPRECIATION FOR LECTURING TO POSTGRADUATE / INDUSTRIAL COURSE ATTENDEES ON
THE MASTERS COURSE: COAL MANAGEMENT AND MARKETING CHMT 7006
It gives me great pleasure to thank you very much indeed for all the time, trouble and effort that you
expounded in lecturing on the above postgraduate course last week. Your presentation was outstanding
and, as such, was received with great enthusiasm by all who attended. Your interest, support and
willingness to participate in this course were most appreciated. Wits University and I, in my capacity as
the Course Convenor, are most grateful for this.
The candidates’ reviews on the course indicated that this was unusual in that it had provided them with
exposure to new fields of interest, expert opinions and information that they found invaluable. All said it
had assisted them to broaden their own spheres of operation and that it had been a pleasure to hear
experts in each specific field such as your good self.
Thank you for getting the intricacies of your topic over to the uninitiated and state-of-the-art information
to those initiated people who required it! I hope that you, in return, gained some pleasure from the
group. It certainly seemed from the many questions and in-depth discussion that they thoroughly
enjoyed the two-way-trade – especially the interaction between you and Ricky Pinheiro!
The success of these presentations has generated a request for more of the same (and expanded
perhaps to other topics) later next year! So if you are willing to undertake this again, may I suggest that
we discuss this in more detail in the near future.
Thank you most sincerely once again for your excellent contribution last week. One last matter - may I
ask you to send me one or two questions on your topic with brief notes on the answer you would
expect? This would be much appreciated too. [PS. How may we get the FFF trophy to you?]
Best wishes

Prof Rosemary Falcon
SANERI Chair of Clean Coal Technology
Coal and Carbon Research Group
School of Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering

cc. Head, School of Chem and Met Engin’ing

